Home Delivery Solution-

About WebXpress HDS
Rising incomes and a greater variety of goods
and services that can be bought over the
internet is making buying online more attractive
and convenient for consumers all over the
country.
E-Commerce is a booming sector and will
continue with that trend. You can leverage the
power of HDS to become the best E-Com LSP.

WebXpress HDS is a web based tool that
manages your last-mile delivery. This system
stands for speed. It gives you and all your
customers real-time visibility.

WebXpress Home Delivery Solution is more than just a tool to streamline your operations; it is a
complete solution from which your customers also benefit. It constantly supplies live data to your
customers via. GPS and SMS alerts. It is fully integrated too, with support for your existing systems it
enhances what you can do and how fast you do it.
HDS has a deep functionality of features such as Cash Management and COD remittance to form a
complete cycle of operations and finance.

HDS Architecture
The processes that are part
of the HDS solution

Business Intelligence
WebXpress BI enhances the
functionality of HDS with our
advanced reporting tool that
assists in making decision

Successful Deployments
WebXpress HDS is servicing for about 50,000 docket bookings a day all over India. This coupled
with our Android applications and over 2,00,000 SMSes sent per day, HDS is highly operative.

HDS Success Stories
Jabong.com has redefined E-Commerce

HyperCITY is one of the India’s leading retail

delivery expectations across India. In a large

chains with presence in over 6 cities with 10+
Hypermarket stores.

part, WebXpress has played a role to enable
this.

HyperCITY faced a problem that the

When Jabong started in 2012, it had modest

functionality of warehouse system was not

plans for logistics and idea was to outsource

fully meeting requirements for an in-depth

the same to LSPs. But as volume grew at

and step wise home delivery system

more than 200% per annum,
Hypercity is now able to track any home
WebXpress has proven that it can cater to a
new business very different from its traditional
domain. WebXpress is fast emerging as
platform of choice for e-commerce logistics in
emerging markets.

delivery status across India and provide an
accurate answer to its customer.
Hypercity customers- already used to high
level of service- are even more assured of a
technology enabled quality home delivery
service.
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Why Choose WebXpress

Company Profile
WebXpress is an IT and Solutions company that
offers services in the domain of Logistics.
Founded in 2004 the company has a presence
in India, Saudi Arabia, East Africa, and South
Asia. We have a total combined experience of
75 years.

Best Solution Range: WebXpress offers entire
suite of solutions from Transport to
Warehousing, Planning and BI
Professional team: 45+ people structured to
handle growth
Cloud Architecture: WebXpress is available on
Windows Azure and Amazon Cloud; moving to
EC2 platform soon
Matches Maturity: As customer processes,
mature, WebXpress can be configured to
tighten controls

WebXpress Solution Stack – Our Offerings
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